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ABSTRACT

Metasurfaces enable exceptional control over the light with surface-confined planar components, offering the fascinating possibility of very dense integration and miniaturization in photonics. Here, we design, fabricate and experimentally demonstrate chip-size plasmonic spectropolarimeters for simultaneous polarization state and wavelength determination. Spectropolarimeters, consisting of three gap-plasmon phase-gradient metasurfaces that occupy 120° circular sectors each, diffract normally incident light to six predesigned directions, whose azimuthal angles are proportional to the light wavelength, while contrasts in the corresponding diffraction intensities provide a direct measure of the incident polarization state through retrieval of the associated Stokes parameters. The proof-of-concept 96-μm-diameter spectropolarimeter operating in the wavelength range of 750 – 950 nm exhibits the expected polarization selectivity and high angular dispersion (0.0133 °/nm). Moreover, we show that, due to the circular-sector design, polarization analysis can be conducted for optical beams of different diameters without prior calibration, demonstrating thereby the beam-size invariant functionality. The proposed spectropolarimeters are compact, cost-effective, robust, and promise high-performance real-time polarization and spectral measurements.
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Light is an important tool to instigate significant technological advancements through analysis of its intensity, frequency, and the state of polarization (SOP). Spectropolarimeters, which enable simultaneous measurements of the spectrum and SOP of light, constitute a powerful analytic tool far exceeding capabilities of separate polarimeters and spectrometers with their information channels being uncorrelated. Spectropolarimeters find important applications in many areas of science and technology, ranging from astronomy\textsuperscript{1} and medical diagnostics\textsuperscript{2} to remote sensing,\textsuperscript{3} since the SOP carries rich information about the composition and structure of materials interrogated with light that is beyond the capability of spectroscopic (or polarimetric) analysis.

Despite all scientific and technological potential, spectropolarimetry is still very challenging to experimentally realize as the SOP characterization alone requires conventionally six intensity measurements to determine the Stokes parameters.\textsuperscript{4} This problem is typically addressed by sequential measurements combining spectrometers, which involve dispersive elements (gratings or prisms), with rotating retarder polarimeters. As such, the SOP is commonly evaluated utilizing a set of properly arranged polarization elements, for example, polarizers and waveplates, which are consecutively placed in the light path in front of a detector. In this way, the Stokes parameters that uniquely define the SOP are determined by measuring the light flux transmitting through these polarization components. Consequently, spectropolarimeters based on conventional discrete optical components amount to bulky, complex and expensive optical systems that are not compatible with the general trend of integration and miniaturization in photonics.

In recent years, optical metasurfaces, i.e., designed and fabricated surface nanostructures that modify boundary conditions for impinging optical waves in order to realize specific wave transformations, have been gaining increasing attention due to their remarkable abilities in light manipulation, their versatility, ease of on-chip fabrication and integration owing to their planar profiles.\textsuperscript{5,6} Such metasurfaces can mimic bulk optics since they are capable of engineering the phase front of reflected and/or refracted optical waves at will. Many ultra-compact flat optical components have been accordingly
demonstrated, such as beam steerers, surface waves couplers, focusing lenses, optical holograms, waveplates, and spectrometers.

Metasurfaces represent therefore an opportunity for spectropolarimetry to overcome bulky and expensive architectures based on conventional volume optics. In early approaches, metasurfaces together with conventional optical elements, such as polarizers and retardation waveplates, or the effect of a polarization-dependent transmission of light through six carefully designed nano-apertures in metal films, were designed for the purposes of polarimetry. Additionally, different types of metasurfaces were proposed to determine certain aspects of the SOP, like the degree of circular polarization. Recently, on-chip metasurface-only polarimeters allowing for the simultaneous determination of all polarization states have been proposed and demonstrated, but the implemented approaches are not suitable for extending to also conduct spectral analysis. Related developments have revealed that segmented and interleaved metasurfaces can be designed to conduct spectropolarimetry with simultaneous characterization of the SOP and spectrum of optical waves. But these configurations require careful calibrations. Additionally, segmented rectangular configuration are oriented towards the spectropolarimetry of plane waves, so that the incident light should cover the whole area of metasurfaces with the same light intensity over all metasurface elements in order to ensure faithful comparison of the corresponding (to particular Stokes parameters) diffraction orders.

Here, we design, fabricate and experimentally demonstrate chip-size plasmonic spectropolarimeters for simultaneous SOP and spectral detection consisting of three gap-plasmon phase-gradient metasurfaces that occupy 120° circular sectors each. The main idea is that this center-symmetrical configuration would diffract any normally incident (and centered) beam with a circular cross-section to six predesigned directions, whose azimuthal angles are proportional to the light wavelength, while contrasts in the corresponding diffraction intensities would provide a direct measure of the incident polarization state through retrieval of the associated Stokes parameters. The fabricated spectropolarimeters operating in the wavelength range of 750 – 950 nm are found to
exhibit the expected polarization sensitivity, which is also beam-size invariant, and, in the case of the 96-μm-diameter metasurface, reach the angular dispersion of 0.0133 °/nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The working principle of the proposed spectropolarimeters that should selectively steer the different input SOP and spectral components into six separate spatial domains is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a. In contrast to the previous interweaved metagrating\textsuperscript{30} and rectangular metasurface array,\textsuperscript{33} three different types of phase-gradient birefringent metasurfaces occupy 120° circular sectors each, being thereby incorporated in a large circular configuration. Each sector-shaped metasurface functions as an efficient polarization splitter for one of the three different polarization bases \(((\vec{x}, \vec{y}), (\vec{a}, \vec{b}))\) and \((\vec{r}, \vec{l}))\). The basis \((\vec{a}, \vec{b})\) corresponds to a rotation of the Cartesian coordinate system \((\vec{x}, \vec{y})\) by 45° with respect to the \(x\) axis, while \((\vec{r}, \vec{l})\) is the basis for circularly polarized light. Based on the pronounced diffraction contrast in the \((\vec{u}, \vec{v})\) basis, defined by

\[ D = \frac{I_{+1}-I_{-1}}{I_{+1}+I_{-1}} = \frac{A_u^2-A_v^2}{A_u^2+A_v^2}, \]

where \(I_{+1} \propto A_u^2\) and \(I_{-1} \propto A_v^2\) are the corresponding intensities in the ±1 diffraction orders, and \((\vec{u}, \vec{v})\) represents one of the three bases \((\vec{x}, \vec{y}), (\vec{a}, \vec{b}))\) and \((\vec{r}, \vec{l})\), one can readily retrieve the corresponding Stokes parameters\textsuperscript{30} that fully describe the SOP of interrogated optical wave (see Supplementary Part 1 for details). Furthermore, since the diffraction angle is determined by the light wavelength (and by the supercell size\textsuperscript{10,30}), the azimuthal angle of diffraction orders can be used to determine the light wavelength, thus gaining the spectroscopic information.

To design the gap-plasmon based phase-gradient metasurface, we first consider the classical metal-insulator-metal configuration without phase gradient shown in Figure 1b. The unit cell is composed of gold (Au) nanobricks arranged periodically in the \(x\)-\(y\) plane and a continuous Au film, separated by a silicon dioxide (SiO\(_2\)) dielectric layer. Here the nanobrick dimensions \((L_x\) and \(L_y)\) represent the two variable parameters for phase-gradient design, whereas the other geometrical dimensions are constant. The other parameters of the unit cell are: \(A_x = 320\) nm, \(A_y = 250\) nm, \(d = 120\) nm, \(t_s = 50\) nm and \(t = 40\) nm. We implement three-dimensional (3D) full wave simulations with the
commercially available software Comsol Multiphysics (ver. 5.2) to compute the reflection coefficient for both the $x$- and $y$-polarized light. In the simulation, the permittivity of Au is described by interpolated experimental values,\textsuperscript{35} whereas the SiO$_2$ spacer is taken as a lossless dielectric with a constant refractive index of 1.45. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the $x$- and $y$-directions, and a plane wave is incident downward on the structure with the electric field polarized along the $x$-direction (or $y$-direction) as the excitation source.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\linewidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Illustration of the gap-plasmon metasurface based spectropolarimeter. (a) Artistic rendering of the working principle: different polarization and spectral components are selectively diffracted into pre-designed spatial domains with distinct spot contrasts. (b) Top view of the spectropolarimeter composed of three phase-gradient metasurfaces shown in different colors. The right panel shows the schematic of the unit cell consisting of a gold nanobrick on top of a spacer and gold substrate. The fixed geometrical parameters are $\Lambda_x = 320$ nm, $\Lambda_y = 250$ nm, $d = 120$ nm, $t_s = 50$ nm, and $t = 40$ nm.}
\end{figure}
In the design of metasurface 1 (MS1) that splits the pair of orthogonal polarization states in $(\vec{x}, \vec{y})$ basis, we discretize the $2\pi$ phase range into 10 equal steps and the lateral dimensions of the selected 10 nanobricks are shown in Figure 2a. In Figure 2b the black and blue curves correspond to the co-polarized reflection amplitudes and phases of the 10 nanobricks for the linearly polarized incident light. One can clearly see that the supercell consisting of 10 nanobricks provides an incremental (decremental) phase of $\pi/5$ from Element 1 to Element 10 for the co-polarized reflected light when the incident light is $x$-polarized ($y$-polarized), resulting in anomalous diffraction into angles of $\pm 14.5^\circ$, respectively. It should be noted that although the linear phase-gradient is designed for a nominal wavelength at 800 nm, it exhibits only weak wavelength-dependence, allowing broadband beam-splitting.\textsuperscript{7,10} In addition, the non-ideal reflection amplitude distributions have little effect on the performance. The second metasurface (MS2), intended to split light in the basis $(\vec{a}, \vec{b})$, can be designed in a completely equivalent way as described for MS1, except that each nanobrick element is rotated counterclockwise by 45° with respect to the $x$-axis (Figure 2c). Finally, the third metasurface (MS3), which selectively separates the circularly polarized light with opposite helicity, is constructed by implementing the geometric phase covering all $2\pi$ phase range with 10 different orientations shown in Figure 2c. To increase the efficiency of MS3, the nanobrick unit cell (Element 11 in Figure 2a) is optimized as highly-efficient half-wave plate.\textsuperscript{20,24} In order to validate the polarization-sensitive diffraction of these three metasurfaces, we have conducted full-wave simulations to calculate the corresponding diffraction efficiencies (see Supplementary Part 2). As expected, the first-order diffraction contrasts remain high in the wavelength range of 750-950 nm for all three cases, thereby implying that the designed metasurfaces can operate in a broad wavelength range.
Figure 2. Design of the gap-plasmon metasurfaces. (a) Lateral dimensions of the 11 different nanobrick elements used in the design. The first 10 nanobricks (Element 1 to Element 10) are designed to produce equidistant (within \(2\pi\) phase range) phase shift. Element 11 is the designed half-wave plate for the circularly polarized light. (b) The corresponding reflection amplitudes and phases of the associated 11 nanobricks at \(\lambda = 800\) nm. (c) The three metasurface supercells constituted by the 11 different nanobricks for the polarization bases \((\vec{x}, \vec{y})\), \((\vec{a}, \vec{b})\) and \((\vec{r}, \vec{l})\).

To experimentally validate the simultaneous SOP and spectral analysis, several spectropolarimeters of different sizes were fabricated using standard electron beam lithography (EBL) and a lift-off process (see more details of fabrication in Methods section). Figure 3a displays a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the largest fabricated configuration with the diameter of 96 \(\mu m\). Although smaller diameters imply smaller device footprints, one should bear in mind that the achievable spectral resolution is proportional to the size of a metasurface, with the resolving power being roughly equal to the number of supercells across the metasurface (just like for diffraction gratings).\(^{34,36}\)
Following fabrication, we characterized the spectropolarimeter using the home-made setup which captures the far-field intensities of the predetermined polarization states (details of the far-field optical characterization are given in Methods section and Supplementary Part 3). It should be noted that the overall uncertainty in the SOP of the incident light beam is estimated to be nearly 10%, which is ascribed to the imperfect performance of the optical components as well as non-ideal optical alignment.

Figure 3c shows the relevant far-field images of the diffraction spots for six different incident SOPs, each resulting in a unique intensity distribution. We emphasize that, distinct from related work,30,37 there is no unwanted diffraction in the yz plane, produced by interweaving three metasurfaces into one single meta-grating. The noticeable zero-order diffraction may be ascribed to the imperfections and surface roughness of the fabricated nanobricks (Figure 3a), the gap between adjacent metasurfaces, together with the uncertainty of practical optical constant of evaporated Au film. From the CCD images, one can clearly see that the bright spots from the ±1 diffraction order change in intensity in response to altering the incident SOP. For instance, the spot intensity of channel 1 is gradually suppressed, whereas the spot of channel 4 becomes brighter and brighter as the polarization angle of the incident linearly polarized light is continuously varied from |x⟩ state to |y⟩ state through |a⟩ and |b⟩ states (see the Supplementary Movie 1 for details). When the incident circularly polarized light is switched from |r⟩ to |l⟩, channel 5 becomes dominated while channel 2 is nearly dark. Based on these experimental images, the calculated diffraction contracts are shown in Figure 3d. In general, good agreement is observed between the measured diffraction contrast and the normalized Stokes parameters for linear polarization states, considering the aforementioned fabrication imperfections, uncertainties in the material properties, as well as the uncertainty of the input SOP. However, when the incident light becomes circularly polarized, the discrepancy increases a little bit, which is mainly attribute to the non-ideal input polarization state affected by the imperfect performance of the optical components, particularly the broadband quarter-wave plate, together with inevitable alignment and rotation errors. Thus, input light is elliptically polarized rather than circularly polarized, increasing the discrepancy. More experimental results with different input SOPs are presented in Supplementary Part 4, validating the polarization selectivity. We would like
to emphasize that the overall accuracy of SOP determination can be significantly improved, if one would adopt the procedure based on careful device calibration\cite{33,34} instead of simply using the normalized diffraction contrasts. The calibration procedure is well known\cite{38} and can always be employed once the polarization selectivity is established.\cite{33,34}

\textbf{Figure 3.} Experimental implementation of the metasurface-based spectrapolarimeter. (a) SEM image of the fabricated sample (scale bar 30 μm). Local magnification of the central area is also shown (scale bar 1 μm). (b) CCD images of the sample under the illumination of white light (left) and titanium sapphire laser with different beam sizes (middle and right) respectively. All the images have the same scale (scale bar 30 μm). (c and e) Normalized far-field images for the six incident SOPs at $\lambda = 800$ nm with the incident beam spot sizes of 30.7±1.7 μm and 71 ± 4.6 μm, respectively. The incident SOPs are shown as white arrows and correspond to the six extreme polarizations. The brightness and contrast have been adjusted for visualization. The six output channels of diffraction spots are marked by white numbers in (c). (d and f) Measured diffraction contrasts for the six polarizations that represent the extreme value of the three Stokes parameters with the incident beam spot sizes of 30.7±1.7 μm and 71 ± 4.6 μm, respectively.
Unlike previous demonstration with six metasurfaces arranged in a 2 × 3 array, the performance of our spectropolarimeter is robust with respect to the spot size of the incident laser beam, i.e., it is beam-size invariant, at least with respect to the SOP determination, a feature which is ascribed to the particular and meticulous design. Our spectropolarimeter is realized by incorporating three metasurfaces occupying 120° circular sectors each into one large circular configuration, with each sectorial metasurface being subjected to the same incident power provided that the incident beam is centered and has the (polar) angle-independent intensity distribution. Therefore each metasurface, operating independently as a polarization splitter for one of the polarization pairs (|x⟩, |y⟩), (|a⟩, |b⟩) and (|r⟩, |l⟩), diffracts the same power allowing for a direct use of the diffraction contrasts as measures of the Stokes parameters. In order to validate the beam-size invariant property, we increase the beam spot size to 71±4.6 μm [right panel in Figure 3b], which is about twice of the previous size of 30.7±1.7 μm [middle panel in Figure 3b]. The corresponding far-field images and the measured diffraction contrasts are shown in Figure 3e and 3f, respectively. As expected, the intensity distributions of the six characteristic diffraction spots remain the same while the unwanted zeroth diffraction order becomes slightly weak. After integrating the far-field intensities, we find that approximately ~60% of the refracted light go into the relevant ±1 diffraction order, which is a little higher than the value of ~45% when the incident beam spot size is 30.7±1.7 μm. Considering the total reflection efficiency of our device (~80% in simulation), the total efficiency is found to be at most equal to ~48%. Moreover, the measured diffraction contrasts stay closer to the normalized Stokes parameters when the spot size is doubled, resulting from the more homogeneous incident laser beam. Therefore, with respect to the beam size and non-uniform intensity distribution, our design exhibits advantageous features in terms of robustness and stability as the functionality doesn’t critically depend on the size and inhomogeneity of the laser beam.

As a spectropolarimeter, simultaneous measurement of the spectrum and polarization state of light is needed. To validate the capability of spectral analysis besides polarization probe, we implemented more measurements within a wavelength range from 750 nm to 950 nm. Figure 4a-b present the associated diffraction contrasts for the six polarizations that represent the three normalized Stokes parameters at \( \lambda = 750 \) nm and 850 nm,
respectively. It can be clearly observed that the diffraction contrasts are positioned close to the corresponding normalized Stokes parameters when the input light is linearly polarized, demonstrating good polarization analysis in a broad spectral range. In addition, the performance of circular polarization probe is slightly depressed because of the increasing uncertainty in the state of circular polarization related with the quarter-wave plate.

**Figure 4.** (a and b) Measured diffraction contrasts for the six polarizations that represent the extreme value of the three Stokes parameters at $\lambda = 750$ nm and 850 nm, respectively. (c) Normalized measured far-field intensity profile for different wavelength of $|x\rangle$ channel. (d) Theoretical predictions and experimentally measured spectral dispersion for $|x\rangle$ channel.

We subsequently studied the spectral resolution of our device, which is of significant importance for the spectroscopic measurements, including spectropolarimetry. In our design, the spectral resolution is closely related to the angular dispersion $\Delta \theta/\Delta \lambda$. Since the spectropolarimeter shows good polarization and spectral analysis for linear polarization...
state, we, therefore, take the $|x\rangle$ channel (channel 1) as an example to analyze the angular dispersion. From Figure 4c, we note that the polarization selectivity is maintained over a 200 nm-wide bandwidth. The bright characteristic spot moves outwards once the incident wavelength is increased (see the Supplementary Movie 2 for switching wavelengths). Figure 4d suggests that the experimentally measured angular dispersion $\Delta \theta/\Delta \lambda$ for the $|x\rangle$ channel is 0.0133 °/nm, which is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction (black solid curve). If this device is used as the dispersive element in a spectrometer with the same assumption of Ref. 33, the estimated spectral resolution could be ~1.08 nm if the dispersive device is infinite. However, this assumption cannot precisely predict the spectral resolution power as the diameter of our device is only 96 μm. Specifically, the spectral resolution power can be defined as $\frac{\lambda}{\Delta \lambda} = \frac{q}{M_{x,y}^2}$ in the case of a finite-size dispersive device, where $q$ is the number of phase modulation periods and $M_{x,y}^2$ is the beam quality parameter. The measured spectral resolving power here is about 15.2 if we take 0.7° as the actual minimum resolvable angular difference from the Rayleigh criterion, which is in good agreement with the calculated resolving power with $q = 15$ periods and $M_{x,y}^2 = 1$. Additionally, the resolving power is comparable to that of Ref. 34. It’s worth noting that the spectral resolving power can be further improved with proper design, for instance, designing interleaved metasurface instead of segmented sample and using super-dispersive off-axis meta-lenses that simultaneously focus and disperse light of different wavelengths, even though the size of spectropolarimeter is fixed.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated chip-size ultra-compact plasmonic spectropolarimeters consisting of three gap-plasmon phase-gradient metasurfaces that occupy 120° circular sectors each, allowing the fast and simultaneous SOP and spectral determination in one measurement. The proof-of-concept 96-μm-diameter spectropolarimeter operating in the wavelength range of 750 – 950 nm exhibits the expected polarization selectivity with high angular dispersion (0.0133 °/nm). Importantly, due to the circular-sector design, polarization analysis can be implemented for optical beams of different diameters without prior calibration, demonstrating thereby the beam-
size invariant functionality. Our proposed spectropolarimeters can furthermore be scaled to operate at other relevant frequencies, such as the technologically difficult terahertz frequency. Owing to the compactness, integration compatibility and robustness, our spectropolarimeters promise high performance real-time polarization and spectrum monitoring for more advanced applications, for instance, drug manufacturing, medical imaging, quantum communication and astronomy.

**METHODS**

**Fabrication of spectropolarimeter.** First, the successive layers of 3 nm Ti, 120 nm Au, 3 nm Ti and 50 nm SiO\(_2\) are deposited onto silicon substrate using electron-beam evaporation (metals) and RF-sputtering (SiO\(_2\)). Then, the sample was coated with a 100-nm-thick e-beam resist PMMA (2% in anisole, Micro Chem) layer. Subsequently, the metasurface was defined using e-beam lithography at the acceleration voltage of 30 keV. After exposure, the sample was developed in solution of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) of MIBK: IPA=1:3 for 35 seconds. Once the development of the resist was complete, a 3 nm Ti adhesion layer and a 40 nm gold layer are deposited subsequently using electron beam deposition. After lift-off process was performed using acetone, the Au patterns are finally formed on top of the SiO\(_2\) film.

**Far-field Optical Characterization.** The sample is mounted on a stage with XYZ translation and exposed to the laser beam from a tunable Ti: Sapphire laser with wavelength set to be 800 nm. At the same time, the sample is illuminated with white light for visualization (see Figure S2 for details). The polarization state of the incident light is controlled by two polarizers (P\(_1\) and P\(_2\)) and wave plates (half-wave or quarter-wave plate, WP). Once the polarization state is fixed, the light is weakly focused by a lens (L\(_1\)) onto the sample with a spot smaller than the metasurface. The reflected light is collected by a long working distance objective, whose numerical aperture (NA) is 0.55. The front focal plane is located at the surface of the sample. The diffusion property of the metasurface is finally obtained by projecting the objective back focal plane (BFP) of the objective by another lens (L\(_2\)) onto a CMOS camera with high sensitivity. In order to compensate the phase change induced by BS2 between the two orthogonally
polarizations, an additional beam splitter (BS1), which is rotated by 90° with respect to BS2, is inserted in the optical path, preserving the polarization state of the incident light.
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